Commercial Fixture Installation for the SMART Dimmer Plus™ for use with 0-10V Dimming LED and Fluorescent Fixtures
Models SLP-100(120VAC) and SLP-200(208/277VAC) with Motion Sensor SLS-100
Make sure that persons working on electrical equipment are qualified to do so, have read and
understand the directions for the product they are installing. The SMART Dimmer is intended to only be
used with LED drivers and electronic dimming ballast with 0-10V Class 2 dimming functionality. Turn off
all power to the light fixtures by switching off the power at the circuit breaker. Open the fixture and
remove the cover for the LED/ballast cavity.

Install SMART Dimmer and Connect to Dimming Ballast
Connect the SMART Dimmer AC line OUT (black) to the LED driver or ballast’s line input. See Wiring
Diagram. Connect the low voltage (0-10V) wires from the SMART Dimmer to the LED driver or dimming
ballast. These wires are colored coded purple and gray on the SMART Dimmer and often colored the
similarly on the ballast or provided terminals marked with the 0-10V dimming function. See Wiring
Diagram.
Remove Fixture Covers
With a volt meter, verify the power is off to the ballast. If power is present, stop work and switch off the
circuit breaker. For LED fixtures skip to next section below. For T8/T5 Fixtures, remove the old ballast or
ballasts. Remove the old lamp holders. Connect the new rapid start lamp holders to the dimming ballast
per the ballast manufacturer’s diagram. Install the new dimming ballast with 0-10C Class 2 dimming
functionality per manufacturer’s instructions. Install the new lamp holders into the fixture. Do not
connect the AC line (black) and neutral (white) to the ballast at this time. Connections will be made in
the next steps.

Choose a location for the SMART Motion Sensor such that its location is directly above the occupant’s
work area. Use a ½” diameter drill to drill through the ceiling tile. Use the mounting hardware to secure
the SMART Motion Sensor to the ceiling tile. Alternately the sensor can mounted to the fixture or
nearby.

SMART Motion Sensor Install
Properly route the SMART Motion Sensor cable from the inside the ballast cavity, away from high voltage
wiring, though the fixture housing and protect the cable from damage such as with the use of a bushing
in the opening, and to the SMART Motion Sensor. The sensor cable supplied is UL Listed and suitable for
low voltage (Class 2) circuits in a building without the need for conduit. Just route the cable from the
SMART Dimmer to the SMART Motion Sensor and make the connection using the supplied connector.
Restore power to the light and confirm illumination. Next, follow the startup procedure in Operating
Instruction Manual.

Install New Dimming Ballast
Verify that you are using only the model SLP-100 SMART Dimmer for 120 V input power, or the
SLP-200 for 208-277 V input power. Install SMART Dimmer internal to the light fixture and next to the
LED driver or ballast. Connect only the building’s AC Hot (black) to the AC Input wire (black) on the
SMART Dimmer. Connect the building’s neutral (white) to the SMART Dimmer neutral (white) and to the
ballast neutral (white)*. See SMART Light Wiring Diagram.

WIRING DIAGRAM

* Suitable connection means shall be used for the wiring, such as using UL Listed wire nuts that are
suitable for the number and AWG wires used. Where ballasts are provided with terminal blocks or
connectors rather than captive wire leads, the ballast manufacturer’s installation instructions shall be
followed. The copper wires for the Smart Light Dimmer are #18 AWG solid copper. CLASS 2 WIRING: All
Field wiring shall be suitable for Class1, Electrical Light and Power, or Class 2, 3wiring shall be routed
separately and secured to maintain separation between 1) Class 2 wiring and all other wiring, and 2)
limited energy circuit conductors from unlimited energy circuit conductors.
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